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¯ Will the room contain furniture with complex
shapes and many floor-level nooks and crannies?
¯ Will the floor be cluttered with objects that
should be moved or picked up? Chairs or magazines for instance.
¯ Will children or other moving agents be
present? Will they be cooperative or should
they be ignored?
¯ Should the vacuum be responsive to long term
user strategies? For example, "Vacuumthe living room every morning but vacuum the bedroom only Saturday when everyone has left the

Abstract
This paper discusses three increasingly
complex definitions of the vacuum cleaning task. Each definition requires different capabilities
in the vacuuming agent
and hence different internal software architectures. However,the definitions suggested form a progression from reactive,
to synthetic, to intelligent, and the lessons
learned looking at one problem supply important insights for tackling the next. The
paper then describes the Animate Agent
project which defines an architecture for
robot control that attempts to embody
both the reactive methods of control required in simple vacuum cleaners and the
symbolic methodsof situation classification
and plan choice required by synthetic vacuumcleaners.
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house."

* Should the vacuum be responsive to short term
user requests? "Don’t do that now, come back
later," or "Dothat side of the roomfirst today."

Introduction

Vacuuming a room autonomously without engineering the agent/task too muchis an interesting focus
for discussion because it touches oil a numberof issues that have received scant attention in the current AI literature.
The task requires both symbolic
and continuous control and the use of sophisticated
perception. In fact, to do the job "right" also requires natural language understanding tightly integrated with the state of the vacuumcleaning task as
it is being performed.
1.1 Defining
the Problem
Vacuumcleaning is an excellent example of a real
world problem that can be made arbitrarily simple,
or arbitrarily
complex, depending on exactly how
the task is defined. For example, the following questions all seem like legitimate potential elaborations
to the basic scenario of vacuuming a room that is
empty except for a few, immovableobstacles:
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An appropriate solution to the autonomous vacuumcleaning problem is determined by the details
of the task specification. The software architecture, knowledge representation,
and progrannning
methodology used for one task may not work well
for another.
It is important for this workshop that we define
the problem carefully. Wemust realize that if we
define the problem to be a simple reactive one, then
more complex architecture will be overkill and appear irrelevant.
Wemust allow enough complexity
into the problemto let these architectures maketheir
point, if they can.
This paper will discuss three increasingly complex
definitions of the vacuumcleaning task. Each deftnition requires different capabilities in the vacuuming agent and hence different internal software architectures. However, the definitions suggested form a
progression and the lessons learned looking at one
problem supply important insights for tackling the
next. For example, "reactive" robot architectures
have laid important groundwork for the "symbolic"

robot architectures that must conle next.
Weshould be searching for a progression of problems that makes sense.
After defining the problem, the paper describes
the basic ideas behind the Animate Agent project.
This project defines an architecture for robot control
that attempts to embody both the reactive methods
of control required in simple vacuum cleaners and
the symbolic methods of situation classification and
plan choice required in synthetic vacuumcleaners.
2

A Vacuum

for

Every

Task

The following three tasks are proposed as a way to
organize discussion of the vacuum problem. Each
task builds on the one before but each requires new
programming and knowledge representation
techniques to cope with expanded aspects of the problena.
2.1

The "Simple"

Vacuuln

A central aspect of the vacuum cleaning problem is
that the vacuum cleaner must move. This brings up
a host of immediate issues that can alter the problem
considerably. First, there is the question of whether
objects in the room to be cleaned are fixed or can
move. Most real furniture moves around from time
to time and a vacuumcleaner should be able to cope.
Similarly, there may be transient objects that are
only in the room sometimesand effectively look like
objects that have moved.In either case, any a priori
knowledge the vacuum may have will necessarily be
unreliable.
A second issue is whether or not there will be objects moving in the room while vacuuming is under
way. Realistically, a vacuumcleaner will ahnost always encounter moving objects on occasion because
someone is bound to enter the room even when they
are forbidden to do so. Thus, a vacuumcleaner nmst
have a strategy for coping with moving objects even
if it is as simple as stopping or trying to go around.
Third, is the question of whether the objects in
the room to be vacuumedare complex or simple with
respect to the vacuum cleaner. Simple objects can
be vacuumed around by tracing their perimeter (or
some other "simple" strategy) while complex objects
may require intricate steering maneuvers to ensure
that nooks and crannies are cleaned effectively. Increasing the complexity of objects can have a significant effect on the kind of software architecture
required to steer the robot.
Let us define the simple vacuum problem as the
task of cleaning rooms that hold simple objects. We
will also assmne that the objects movearound somewhat between cleaning and that people occasionally
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move through the room. There is no simpler problem worth considering at this symposium.
2.1.1
Using Reactive Strategies
The simple vacuumtask is a natural candidate for
the use of reactive approaches to robot control. Typically, such solutions woulduse very little state and
simple sensing strategies to differentiate rug from
non-rug. The resulting vacuum would embody some
strategy for covering the entire room, such as a randomwalk or a slow spiral outward that relies only
on local sensing. It would be able to avoid non-rug
areas (perhaps differentiating between non-rug floor
and actual obstacles) and it may repeat the vacuuming procedure some number of times to account for
moving obstacles that could have caused it to miss
parts of the rug earlier. Such strategies might be implemented using subsumption [2], GAPPSand REX
[8], ALFA[5], or any numberof other languages that
mapthe current state into actions through a decision
network or collection of concurrent processes.
A reactive approach to vacuuming is attractive
because the simple vacuuming task contains a good
deal of uncertainty, unpredictability,
and lack of
knowledge. These things are exactly what reactive
approaches to robot control are designed to cope
with. The driving force behind the reactive idea is
the need to deal quickly and effectively with a changing and uncertain environlnent. The idea works
well because a variety of real world tasks are easily achieved using simple reactive strategies that require only immediate local sensory data. The simple
vacuum problem is just such a task.
Vacuum
2.2 The "Synthetic"
A more sophisticated autonomous vacuum would be
able to apply different vacuumingstrategies at different times in different situations. Differentiating
situations that require alternative strategies will often depend on sensor information, experience, instructions, and vacuuming knowledge.
For example, consider the need to vacuum around
and under complex furniture.
One approach is to
examine the piece of furniture (or perhaps just the
spaces needing cleaning) and retrieve or create a plan
to vacuumthat area effectively.
A similar situation arises when the floor can be
littered with objects that need to be picked up and
put away, or at moved and vacuumed underneath. A
natural solution is to classify each object and choose
a plan to moveit appropriately. One might also want
the vacuum to adopt different vacuuming strategies
when different types of object are moving around
the room. Perhaps adults can be safely ignored but
when a child enters the room t.he vacuuln should
stop and wait for the child to leave.

The vacuum cleaner may also need to carry out
special instructions from its user. For example, the
user may want the vacuum to follow different plans
in different situations: vacuuming the living room
only when no one is home, or vacuuming the west
side of the room first and then the east. Even if
we ignore the problem of howthe user specifies that
information, the robot still has to be able to tell
situations apart and apply different plans.
Let us define the synthetic vacuumproblem as the
task of cleaning rooms that contain complex furniture and moving and stationary objects that have to
be treated in different ways. Furthermore, the vacuumshould be capable of following a variety of user
instructions in different situations.
Symbols and Representations
2.2.1
Solving the synthetic vacuum problem requires
gathering information, classifying the situation, and
choosing a plan to apply. The vacuum might adopt
a strategy for methodically vacuumingthe local region of carpet and mapping its extent. Equipped
with the map, the system could keep track of those
regions of carpet it had completed and those areas
of the room not yet explored. It might also attempt
to classify obstacles and non-rug areas as pieces of
furniture that cannot be moved, those that can be
moved, items on the floor that should be put somewhere else, or objects (like children and pets) that
are likely to move on their own. The vacumn would
make and use plans for exploring and cleaning areas
of carpet as they were found and for dealing with
the objects it encountered along the way. Such a
system would have a good idea of when it was done
because it could tell by its mapand its object classifications. A variety of architectures for managing
plans dynamically would be appropriate for such a
system: l~APs [4], PRS[6], and Universal Plans [11],
to namejust. a few.
Situations and plans are the natural vocabulary
for discussing solutions to the synthetic vacuumtask
because we, as humans, seem to conceptualize the
problem in those terms. Wecan recognize and classify objects and situations with apparent ease and
we communicate knowledge of how to deal with different situations in terms of prescribed actions. In
effect, we divide the world into symbols and our activities into discrete actions. The synthetic vacuum
task fits this mold.
2.2.2
Using Symbols and Reactivity
The primary problem with the use of robot architectures that depend on symbolic classifications
and discrete plans of action is that they often have
trouble remaining "reactive." While it seems natural to classify the world into states and select dif-
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ferent plans in different states, none of the simple
vacuum problems have gone away. The robot must
continue to assume that unpredictability and lack of
knowledge will abound and it must continue to use
reactive techniques for actually taking action in the
world.
Strategies for local navigation, obstacle avoidance,
and sofa. or wall-following are much more easily
thought of and coded up as continuous processes
(or behaviors, routines, or skills). Symbolic systems have a notoriously hard time with such problems. On the other hand, mapping, object classification (and memory)and the selection of different
strategies for coping with different objects in different situations are often more productively thought
of and coded up as symbolic programs. Once a reactive system starts to build a map, choose among
object recognition strategies, and select control actions based on both the external state and its internal map, it becomes harder and harder to describe
in terms of concurrent continuous processes.
Thus, the synthetic vacuum problem does not
stand on its own, it is an extension of the simple
vacuum task. No solution to the synthetic problem
can ignore the reactive requirements of the simple
task. Software architectures for real vacuums must
include and coordinate both symbolic plans and continuous reactive processes.
2.3

The "Intelligent"

Vacuum

The vacuum cleaning problem can be extended further to include the ability to negotiate with its user
and understand and respond in a reasonable way to
COlmnandslike "Stop that," "Vacuumhere later,"
"Do under the sofa first" or "Stay away from the
baby." The system must be able to understand
its own actions at multiple levels of abstraction to
understand and respond to such requests properly.
Such commandsshould also continue to influence the
system’s behavior for some time into the future.
Wewill define the intelligent vacuumproblem as
the task of cleaning the carpet in any reasonable
situation and responding to user input (or any other
stimulus) in a reasonable way.
2.3.1
Using Intelligence
The intelligent
vacuum builds on both the synthetic and simple vacuuming tasks. An intelligent
vacuum needs to cope with the real world reactively, represent plans of action, perceive and classify objects and situations, and understand its plans
and actions well enough to alter thena appropriately
while conversing with a user.
I believe that discussing vacuumingproblems that
are less complex than the simple task is pointless.

The simple vacuum requires the minimumcapabilities demandedby the real world. I also believe that
the simple vacuumwill find little application ill the
real world. It just isn’t responsive enough to user
requirements. A synthetic vacuum is probably necessary for industrial applications and nothing short
of the intelligent vacumnwill do in the home.

Planner
Tasks ~--~ Status
RAPExecutor

The Animate Agent Architecture

3

Skillsl~--~ Signals

I

The Animate Agent Project is part of an on-going
effort at the University of Chicago to understand
the mechanismsnecessary to create intelligent, goaldirected behavior in software and hardware agents.
Current work is specifically aimed at building the
type of system capable of performing tim synthetic
vacuum task: a system that embodies both reactive
control and symbolic choice of discrete plans.
Three major observations about the world drive
this project:
1. An agent will not know or control everything
about the world in which it must act. As a result, details about the future will be impossible
to derive and the agent will not be able to construct detailed plans for achieving its goals in
advance of their execution.
2. Anagent will typically find itself in situations
that are not significantly different froln those
it has encountered in the past. Therefore, it
makes sense for the agent to maintain a library
of specific methodsfor doing things in specific
situations.
3. An agent will often use extremely high bandwidth sensors to observe the world (i. e., vision).
Processing the data from sudl sensors will tax
the reM-time computational power of the agent
and it will have to resort to different special
purpose processing algorithms in different situations.
The overall system design for the project is shown
in Figure 1 and consists of three components:a planner, a reactive plan executor, and a control system.
The planner takes the agent’s goals and breaks them
downinto steps that can be more readily executed (it
i.e.a plan), ttowever, because the planner’s knowledge of the world, and hence the future, will always
be uncertain, it can only produce s/~elchy plans that
leave manysteps to be chosen as the actual situation unfolds. The executor makes these choices at
run time when the true state of the world can be
sensed. The output from the executor is a detailed
set of instructions for configuring the control system
to implement reactive skills (after [13]) that make
use of the agent’s sensors and effectors.
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Figure 1: An Integrated Agent Architecture

3.1

The RAP Execution

System

The RAP execution systeln was designed and implemented by one of us (Firby) and is described in [4].
The RAPsystem expands vague plan steps into detailed instructions at run time by choosing an appropriate method for the next step from a preexisting
library. By waiting until run time, knowledgeof the
situation will be direct rather than predicted and
much of the uncertainty and incompleteness plaguing the planner will have disappeared. However,
some uncertainty will always remain and incorrect
methods will sometinaes be chosen. The RAP system
copes with these problems by checking to make sure
that each methodachieves its intended goal and, if it
doesn’t, choosing another method and trying again.
The role of the RAPsystem within the overall architecture can be viewed ill two different ways. Oil
the one hand, the RAPsystem is a reactive planning system that can accomplish quite complex goals
given appropriate methodsill it’s library and enough
time to muddle through. On the other hand, the RAP
system supplies the planner with abstract "primitive actions". Oncea task (i.e., a plan step) is selected for execution, the RAPsystem will work on
it tenaciously, trying different methods and coping
with whatever difficulties arise, until either the task
is accomplished or every possible method has been
tried. Thus, each task given to the RAP system, no
matter how detailed or how vague, can be treated
by the plalmer as a primitive action because the the
RAPsystem attempts to guarantee success if the task
is possible or fail predictably if not. The idea of trAPs
as planning operators is discussed in more detail in
[7].

3.1.1
Robust Action Control
One of the primary lessons of recent AI research
into robot control is that actions must be active, dynamic processes tolerant of sensor error and changing surroundings: they must be reactive. It is not
useful for a planning system to control a robot with
steps like "moveforward 2 feet" because the two feet
may be hard to measure, the robot might slip sideways, an obstacle such as a person may suddenly
appear, and so on. An action like "move forward
2 feet" really means moveforward, avoid obstacles
along the way, don’t take too long, etc. Control systems must be given the flexibility to avoid undesirable states and must not be asked to execute actions
with end states that cannot readily be measured.
Experience also shows that the most fruitful way
to think of such a control system is as a collection of
concurrent, independent behaviors. Each goal that
the control system is designed to achieve becomes
a family of feedback loops that work together to
achieve the goal. Examples of casting the local navigation problem in this light can be found in [5] and

[12].

3.2 Active Visual Routines
Strategies for gathering and using information about
the world are just as important as those for taking action. Gathering information and determining
the current situation for planning is often left to an
agent’s "perception system". However, we believe
that perception should be treated just like action
and that information gathering actions should be
included with effector actions in plans and execution methods. Information gathering strategies thus
becomeregular plans of action that include:
¯ Vision routines for extracting generally useful
attributes of the world in reasonable time.
¯ Strategies for applying these techniques to produce robust descriptions of the relevant situation.
¯ Ways to combine new information with old in
order to recognize objects and situations encountered in the past.
¯ Strategies for detecting and classifying the actions of another agent.
Once the situation has been determined, the executor will need strategies for defining and combining vision and behavioral routines into activities.
Building activities is akin to constructing what are
more traditionally called primitive actions and we
believe that reactive skill construction can also be
included in reactive plans incorporating:
¯ Visual techniques for continuous tracking of
generally useful attributes of the world.
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¯ Strategies for combining these techniques with
actions to produce useful, robust goal-directed
feedback loops.
¯ Ways to describe these strategies
and techniques so they will transfer to new robots with
new sensors and effectors.
Our goal in looking at both continuous activities
and information gathering plans is to develop a general vocabulary for sensing and action that will serve
a wide variety of everyday tasks. Webelieve that a
vocabulary can be found that reflects the way the
world works at a level that is independent of the
details of any particular agent’s set of sensors and
effectors.
3.3 An Integrated
Architecture
The Animate Agent Architecture attempts to integrate these ideas based on the idea of a reactive skill.
A reactive skill corresponds to the notion of a discrete "primitive step" that can predictably, and reliably, be taken in the world. Execution of a skill
also takes place over a period of time during which
the control system is configured to carry out a specific action. The reactive execution system generates
goal-directed behavior by refining the abstract plan
steps of a sketchy plan into a sequence of appropriate, specific activities. It then implementseach skill
by generating a configuration for the control system.
Synthesizing control programsfrom scratch for arbitrary activities is an extremely difficult problem.
Fortunately, it is not necessary. Drawing on ideas
from behavioral control, we can divide a reactive
skill into three components: the primary action required to achieve the skill’s goal, an active sensing
routine to continuously designate the "arguments"
of the primary action in real time, and state monitoring processes to watch for and signal critical changes
in the world, such as the achievement of a goal or
the development of a problem that renders the current skill inappropriate. Each of these components
can be implemented in advance as a modular routine
that can be enabled and disabled by the reactive execution system.
The resulting interface between reactive execution
and continuous control is illustrated in Figure 2. The
RAP system takes tasks and refines them into appropriate activities based on the situation encountered at run time. Each skill is then further refined
by choosing the appropriate primary action routine
to implement its goal, an appropriate active sensing
routine to track the object of the primary action, and
state monitoring routines to ensure the detection of
success or failure of the skill.
For example, suppose the next skill to be carried
out is to moveto a desk to vacuumunderneath. This

Tasks

Active Sensing ~---.~

/

World

Action Control

\

Figure 2: A Goal-Directed, Modular Control System
skill can be implementedusing the fairly generic primary action routine "move in a given direction while
avoiding obstacles." The argument to this routine
is the direction to move and that can be updated
in real time by an active sensing routine that continually tracks the direction to the desk. Possible
routines might track the desk’s shape, color, or motion, depending on the situation. It is up to the RAP
system to choose which is appropriate at run time.
Once the primary action routine and the tracking
routine that supplies the direction to movehave been
enabled, the control system will movethe robot towards the desk, whatever gets in the way. This
control state, and reactive skill, will last indefinitely
without further intervention as long as the tracked
feature stays in view and the pa~h toward it stays
reasonably clear.
3.3.1 The RAP / Control System Interface
The interface between the aAP system and the
modular control system is very simple. It consists
of instructions to enable, disable, and set the parameters of individual routines. Thus, the RAP system simply configures the control system and cannot
change the routines available or the attributes that
connect them. Active tracking routines, when active, each compute the value for a fixed attribute,
and primary action routines each require a fixed attribute. This restriction
means that only certain
combinations of routines make sense and the RAP
system cannot change them. It also makes it easier to predict what effects a given, sensible, set of
routines will have on the world.
Control routines communicate with the RAP system by sending signals. Signals are typically low in-
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formation content messages such as "I’ve reached the
position I was supposed to get to" or "I haven’t made
any progress in a while." Each routine will have a
set of signals it sends under various circumstances.
Since routines do not typically knowthe reason they
have been enabled (i.e., the goal enabling the routine is knownto the RAP system but not the control
system), the messagesthey send carry very little information when taken out of context. It is up to
the RAPsystem to interpret these messages in light
of the goals it is pursuing and the routines it has
enabled. For example, "I cannot move forward",
might mean failure because there is an obstacle in
the way if the robot is trying to cross a room, on the
other hand, the same signal might mean success if
the robot is supposed to move down a long hallway
until it reaches the end. The task expansion structure built up by the RAPsystem during execution is
ideal for this interpretation.
The RAP system must be extended to allow it
to enable multiple routines while maintaining the
task expansion structure in which to interpret signals. Original work on the RAPsystem assumed discrete, symbolic actions that would each finish before
the next needed to be chosen. However, since RAPS
will now have to issues commandsto enable a primary action, an active tracker, and some number of
state monitors, the system will have to be able to
continue past one enable to the next while keeping
track of which goal spawned which routines. At the
same time, RAPexpansion will have to stop and wait
whenevera control routine resource conflict arises.
3.3.2
A Modular Control
System
The architecture assumes that activities can be
implemented by enabling sets of routines. Each set
would consist of: a primary action routine, an active tracking routine, and state monitor routines
to watch for success, failure, and opportunities. A
somewhat similar approach to configuring control
systems was suggested in [10] but at a lower level
of abstraction. The level at which control routines
are defined and the resulting characteristics of those
routines is very heavily influenced by the need to
be aware of and respond to a constantly changing
envirolnnent.
Primary Action Routines
Primary action routines correspond to control
modesdesigned to accomplish a particular task, such
as moving in a given direction while avoiding obstacles, moving the arm to a particular location, or
grasping a particular type of object. 1 Twostrong
1Behavioral control systems are usually madeup of
muchsimpler routines with their interactions resulting

constraints on algorithms implementing primary actions are: they must be able to respond ill real-tinae
to a changing workspace, and they must be able to
act on moving, or changing, objects.
Our notion of primary action is analogous to the
concept of guarded, compliant move used in the
control of robotic arms. There, the controller uses
force feedback to move the arm through some motion
while continually adjusting applied forces until some
end condition is reached. By selecting the correct
compliancestrategy for the initial conditions and desired behavior, quite complex tasks can be achieved
robustly, even in the face of sensor and actuator uncertainty. Webelieve more generally that all primary actions must be "compliant" in nature, adapting in real-time to changing situations and assuming
always that sensor and actuator response will be uncertain. This principle is a strong constraint on all
algorithms we will be using for primary actions.
Wealso believe that primary action routines nmst
be targetable in real time. That is, they nmst be
constructed to act on some attribute of the world
that can be sensed in real time rather than on an
initial model. For example, moving in a given direction while avoiding obstacles is an important routine that can be used for a wide variety of different
tasks like moving to a given location or approaching
a given object. However, if the direction to move
can be changed in real-time, the same routine can
also be used to follow a moving person, or approach
a moving object. Constructing action routines to
act on changing targets is an important concession
to the fact that the world is always moving.
Active Tracking Routines
Active tracking routines are the processes that
compute attributes of the world for use in targeting
primary actions. For example, the direction to an
object can be used by routines designed to approach
the object, to avoid the object, and to point in the
object’s direction. It is this direction attribute that
has a functional use in manyroutines, not the object
itself or the way that the attribute is extracted.
Agre and Chapman describe attributes
of the
world, like the direction to an object, as functionalindexical references [1]. The RAPsystem’s choice
of an active tracking routine to extract an attribute from the world is precisely the generation
in emergentproperties that achieve specific tasks. However, the interdependenciesbetweensuch simple routines
are often so complexthat the routines only makesense
whenactivated together; arbitrary mixing and matching
will typically lead to unpredictable behavior. It makes
more sense to talk about reconfiguring a control system
at the level of the primary task to be accomplished.
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of a functional-indexical designation for that attribute. The sensing routine operationalizes exactly what is needed to reliably refer to and use
an abstract symbolic property of the world. A
desk being approached becomes "the-direction-I-amtracking" and the approach skill uses "the-directionI-am-tracking" as its reference. Together an active
tracking routine and a primary action routine form
a control loop to carry out a specific task.
Often there will be manydifferent active tracking
routines for extracting the same functional attribute
from the world. This allows the RAPsystem substantial leewayto instantiate activities in different ways
under different circumstances. For example, tracking the location of an obstacle might be done using
color, shape, or motiou, depending on what is most
reliable in the specific context [14, 15]. Whenselecting a tracking strategy, the RAP system uses its
knowledge of the obstacle to focus the interpretation of visual data (i.e., color, motion, shape) down
to just that which is necessary to reliably keep track
of the object’s relevant functional attribute (i.e., position). Even when the desired skill is to moveto
given spatial location, the general action for moving in a given direction can be used if it is coupled
with a tracking routine that continually computes
the current direction to that location based on deadreckoning. Mixing and matching actions with target
designators allows the same small number of routines
to accomplish a wide variety of different goals.
Monitor Routines
Pairing a primary action routine with an active
tracking routine is not enough to define a reliable
task-directed skill. Each action nmst have a welldefined beginning and end. Moving forward while
avoiding obstacles might have the effect of moving
the robot downa hall, but when is that action complete? Completion may mean many things: having
traveled a specific distance, having reached the end
of the ball, or having passed three doorways. Regardless of which of these goals is desired, noticing
that it has been achieved requires monitoring states
in the world beyond those needed just to carry it
out. These additional monitoring activities nmst be
included in any skill designed to implement a discrete action.
Activities that. define actions nmst not just signal
completion; they must also reliably signal when they
fail. The real world is filled with uncertainty and
real sensors are not 100%accurate. As a result, a
primary action routine will not always achieve the
goal it was intended to achieve. Therefore, the RAP
system nmst augment the routines implementing the
action with additional routines to monitor for failure
states as well as for success states. For example,

the robot might get stuck behind a step it cannot
cross while approaching the desk. The tracker will
continue to indicate the direction to the desk and the
navigation routine will keep trying to movearound
the step but tile robot won’t be going anywhere.
Another routine is required to watch that progress
is being made. An skill nmst always signal that it is
wedged. Only with such assurances can the planner
and RAP system trust that their planned actions will
interact with the world in a sensible fashion.
It should be noted here that we are not attempting to do "optimal" control. Weare concentrating
on building a system with the flexibility to carry out
a wide variety of tasks and cope with mistakes and
failures. Wewill never be able to guarantee success or optimality because of uncertainty and rapid
change. The thrust of our project is to demonstrate
the use of a variety of routines to perform manydifferent tasks in a changing world. In other words, to
show how to construct strategic plans for vacuuming
that allow the actual vacuuming actions to execute
reactively.
4

Conclusions

Autonomous vacuum cleaning is a very interesting
task because it encompasses a variety of different
tasks that progress from reactive, to synthetic, to
intelligent. Each task requires a different architecture yet that architecture must continue to embody
key ideas from its simpler cousins. At the low end
of vacuumingcomplexity, a reactive architecture capable of dealing with misplaced furniture and the
occasional movingobject seems like the simplest solution to consider.
As the need to classify objects and vacuumaround
them in different ways becomesimportant, the architecture must change to one that represents explicit
object classes and corresponding vacumning plans.
This change is required because the nature of the
solution shifts from one naturally phrased in terms
of concurrent processes to on naturally phrased in
terms of goals and plans. However, while much of
the knowledge and control structure within this new
synthetic architecture will be symbolic, actual actions taken in the world must remain reactive to
cope with the same uncertainties and changes the
simple architecture handles well.
Finally, as the need to interact
with human
users becomesimportant, the architecture must further evolve to include a clear understanding of the
"greater environment," the robot’s own goals and
plans, and the apparent goals and plans of the user.
Such an intelligent vacuumcleaner nmst continue to
deal in symbols and reactive processes even as it attempts to recognize and account for the needs and
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desires of other agents.
4.1

The Animate

Agent Project

The Animate Agent project at the University of
Chicago is attempting to address these issues by describing and building a synthetic architecture that
combines a symbolic, reactive planner (the RAP
system) with a modular, control system consisting
of a library of continuous sensing and action processes. The RAPsystem is good for choosing different courses of action in different contexts, maintaining a reasonably up-to-date view of the current situation, and supplying the context for interpreting the
results of sensing and action operations. The modular control routines are a natural way for describing
the continuous, low-level actions required for actually interacting with the world. The RAPsystem
carries out its goals by refining them downinto activations and deactivations of control (and sensing)
routines.
Webelieve that this architecture and the vocabulary of low-level control routines we are building to
go with it are perfectly suited to the vacuumcleaner
domain. The test will be to implelnent the plans and
routines needed to carry out a variety of vacuuming
strategies in a numberof different situations.
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